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WSOP CIRCUIT 2017-18 
EVENT REPORT 

Circuit Stop: Harrah’s Cherokee  
Event:  No-Limit Hold’em Re-entry  
Buy-in:  $365 

 Date:   27 November 2017  
 Entries:  2,397  
 Prizepool: $719,100  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TJ SHULMAN GOES WIRE TO WIRE IN RE-ENTRY 
Florida pro turns a big chip lead into a second gold ring, $102,398 in cash 

Late Sunday night, TJ Shulman added a second WSOP Circuit ring to his collection of poker 
trophies. Shulman won the opening $365 re-entry event at Harrah’s Cherokee, turning a big chip 
lead into a dominating victory and a six-figure score. He’s now claimed rings in back-to-back 
seasons after his win in Palm Beach a year ago. 

Shulman, 50, is a professional poker player who makes his home in South Florida. He’s been 
around this game and others like it since he was a kid, learning the ropes from his late father. 

“He played every Friday night in the game,” Shulman recalled. “I’d run around and get drinks 
for everybody for tips.” 

The affinity for card games set him down the path of a full-time player, though he did move into 
the mainstream workforce for a while. 

After college, Shulman became the director of operations for a large automobile chain, 
overseeing more than 50 dealerships. As the single parent of a young son, though, he realized an 
early retirement might be a possibility. 

“When my son was three, I got tired of coming home at midnight,” Shulman said. “I just asked 
myself how much I needed. And I had my number.” 

Shulman did retire, and now he gets to play the game full time and set his own schedule. As it 
has for the last 20 years, though, his calendar still revolves around his son. Brandon, 20, is a 
college hockey player, and Shulman prioritizes cheerleading over poker when the opportunity 
arises. 



Last season, Papa Shulman just missed out on qualifying for the WSOP Global Casino 
Championship. He’d racked up 90 points but was unable to attend some of the spring stops while 
he followed his son’s progress on the ice. 

“I won’t put myself in that position again,” he said. 

This event was his first of the current season, and he’s already scored 50 points on the season-
long leaderboard. He’ll be at Harrah’s Cherokee for the duration, too, where he’s taken an early 
lead in the race for Casino Champion. 

His performance in the opener was an impressive one, building an enormous chip lead on a 
single Day 1D entry. He began Day 2 with nearly twice as many chips as the nearest challenger. 

A big stack is no guarantee in poker, though, and even Shulman’s friends were betting against 
him. "I had three people at home with prop bets that I wouldn’t make the final table. You know, 
as good as you run to get there…,” he trailed off. 

The regression never came on Day 2, though, and Shulman parlayed his towering stack into a big 
victory and a six-figure payday. In the moments after his win, he indicated the reasons for 
choosing this event over some of the competing ones running on the East Coast. 

“Here is just better for me,” Shulman said. “It’s a different style. There’s no play in a lot of those 
tournaments. The WSOP structure is just so much better for me.” 

This result, the second-largest of his career, moves him across the $750,000 mark in total 
earnings.  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MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    TJ Shulman  
Nationality:  USA  
Birthplace:    Duluth, Ga.  
Current Residence:   Boynton Beach, Fla.  

Age:     50 
Profession:    poker player  
WSOP Bracelets: 0  
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 1  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DIRECT LINKS 
FULL RESULTS 
TJ SHULMAN'S OFFICIAL WSOP PLAYER PROFILE 
OFFICIAL WINNER PHOTO

http://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?grid=1388&tid=16121
http://www.wsop.com/players/profile/?playerID=100176
http://www.wsop.com/pdfs/reports/16121-winner-photo.jpg

